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CASINO TABLE VAIRLANT OF TEXAS HOLDEMI 
POKER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 
0002 The present invention relates to wagering games, 
casino table wagering games, casino table playing card 
wagering games, and variants of casino table wagering 
games that use poker ranks in determining outcomes. 
0003 2. Background of the Art 

1. Field of the Invention 

0004 Many different wagering games presently exist for 
use in both home and casino environments. Such games 
should necessarily be exciting, uncomplicated and easy to 
learn so as to avoid frustrating the players. Poker games in 
particular have gained widespread popularity because of 
their established ranking of hands and well-known rules. 
Furthermore, the games usually involve numerous wagering 
opportunities for the players, thus increasing player partici 
pation and excitement. Lastly, the games move fairly 
quickly to maintain player interest. All of these factors have 
created games that are widely accepted and widely known. 
0005 Variations in wagering structures can also increase 
the excitement and acceptance of Such wagering games. 
Breeding, U.S. Pat. No. 5,417,430 discloses a poker game 
with an altered wagering scheme thus allowing the player 
the opportunity to compete for additional and larger prizes 
or payouts. 

0006 Other variations can be made to standard games to 
allow more player opportunity and involvement. Boylan et 
al., U.S. Pat. No. 5,098,107 discloses a game wherein 
additional game symbols are added to increase wagering 
opportunities. This allows the player the opportunity to place 
several wagers on different portions of the game while the 
game is being played. 
0007 Many variations in the play of poker-type games 
have been introduced to increase the excitement and interest 
in the play of both table and video versions of poker. 
0008 Many of the poker variants mentioned above are 
played against a dealer hand. In more traditional forms of 
poker, players play against other players, and a highest 
ranking hand wins the round. For example, Texas Hold 'Em 
is a game in which players complete against other players to 
make a best five card hand from seven available cards. After 
the first round of wagering, each player is dealt two hole 
cards. Five community cards are dealt face-down on the 
table. After viewing the hole cards, each player is given the 
opportunity to make an additional wager. The additional 
wager must at least match the opening bet for the round or 
the player folds. The dealer then reveals the first three 
community cards. Another round of betting takes place. 
Then the dealer reveals the fourth community card and the 
last round of betting takes place. The dealer reveals the 
seventh card and compares each players best five-card hand 
to determine which player gets the high hand. The high hand 
wins the pot. In some forms of the game, the pot is split so 
that the second best hand wins a bad beat award of 20% of 
the pot, for example, and the player with the highest hand 
wins 80% of the pot. 
0009. A variation of Texas Hold 'Em is Omaha or Omaha 
Poker in which the betting is identical, but the players 
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initially receive four hole cards, of which a maximum of two 
hole cards may be used in determining the final rank of a 
5-card poker hand. The game is often played as a Hi-Lo 
game, in which the final pot may be split between the highest 
hand and the lowest hand, according to poker ranks. A single 
player may win both Hi hand and Lo hand by declaring and 
winning both ranking competitions. 

0010 U.S. Pat. No. 6,102,402 (Scott) describes a com 
munity card based poker game referred to as a bad beat stud 
game. Each player makes an initial ante wager and then each 
player and the dealer receive five cards each, face down. The 
player makes a “first' wager to see a sixth card and a 
“second wager to see a seventh card. The sixth and seventh 
cards are each community cards used by each player and the 
dealer. Each players hand is analyzed to see if the player has 
a qualifying hand of at least a pair of Deuces or better. If the 
player does not qualify, all wagers are lost by the player. If 
the player's hand does qualify, all cards of the dealers hand 
are turned face up and each players hand is compared to the 
dealers hand using conventional 5-card poker hand rank 
ings to determine whether the players hand has a higher 
ranking poker hand than the dealers hand. Each player also 
optionally may make a side bet wager to be eligible for 
special payouts, including a “bad beat' payout. The special 
payout can take either of two forms: 1) the player wins 
preselected payout amounts for poker hand rankings of at 
least a Four-of-a-Kind if the player's hand beats or ties the 
dealers hand, or 2) the player wins other preselected and 
much higher amounts for poker hand rankings of at least a 
Straight or higher that the player achieves but the player's 
hand loses to the dealers hand. Alternatively, the dealer's 
hand is analyzed to determine whether the dealer has a 
qualifying hand. 

0011 U.S. Pat. No. 6,467,771 (deKeller) describes a 
method for playing a casino game wherein, in a table game 
format, players make a pot wager and a separate outcome 
wager. Each player is dealt a plurality of cards, Some face up 
and some face down, and some community cards are addi 
tionally dealt. Players are given the option of increasing their 
outcome wagers and raising the pot during play. The pot won 
by the player with the highest ranking hand and outcome 
wager(s) are won based upon a schedule of winning out 
comes. For an electronic version, the method includes the 
player making wagers as indicia are revealed and given the 
opportunity of holding or discarding indicia during play. In 
certain embodiments, the casino wins at least a portion of the 
pot based upon either certain community or non-dealt card 
combinations. 

0012 U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,206,373 and 6,637,747 (Garrod) 
describes methods of and apparatus for playing a card game. 
In one method, the dealers hand contains a specified card, 
Such as e.g. the ace of spades, displayed face up. From the 
remainder of the deck each player is dealt two face down 
cards. After each player views the two face down cards, each 
player may act upon his or her hand. The player may be 
given the option to fold and receive a portion of the original 
wager back. Alternatively, the player may remain in the 
game leaving the original wager unchanged. As a further 
alternative, the player may be given the option to increase 
the wager up to a determined amount. After making a 
decision, the five common cards are dealt face up. The 
common cards are common to each of the players hands and 
to the dealer's hand. The dealer is then dealt one card face 
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up to complete the deal. Each player compares his or her best 
five card hand to the dealer's best five card hand to deter 
mine if that player is a winner. Additionally, the player may 
receive a bonus for certain hands. Further, the player may 
fold and receive a return based on some portion of, or all of 
the wager for having one or two of a predetermined card 
(such as a deuce) in the players initial two cards. 
0013 U.S. Pat. No. 6,517,072 (McInerney) describes a 
playing card wagering game method where each player 
antes one unit. The dealer will deal four cards, face down to 
each player and four cards, face down to himself. Each 
player evaluates their hand and elects to either fold or 
challenge the remaining players and dealer. Any player who 
folds surrenders his ante to the house. The total amount of 
ante bets remaining after each player evaluates his hand will 
be referred to as the “ante pot'. All players electing to 
remain in the game, or challenge, (including the dealer), 
must wager an amount equal to the ante pot. The dealer 
always challenges the pot. After each player has elected to 
either fold or challenge, the dealer, after “burning a card, 
will deal or “flop” another three community cards to be used 
by all challenging participants. The highest poker hand of 
each participant using their initial four cards plus the three 
community cards wins the pot. The first player to act is 
determined on a rotating basis to eliminate position advan 
tage. Single player versus the dealer has the option to double 
the “ante pot,” resulting in the dealer likewise adding to the 
ante pot. 

0014 U.S. Pat. No. 6,581,936 (Zoccolillo) describes a 
casino card gaming method utilizing a conventional fifty 
two card deck and begins by first determining the players for 
a given round. Players may elect to be eligible for receiving 
a bonus card. The individual players hands, a set of com 
mon cards and a bonus card for players eligible for the bonus 
card are dealt. Players which continue through the round 
determine whether to play the hand as dealt or to utilize the 
common cards. Players utilizing the common cards discard 
a number of cards from their hands equal to the number of 
common cards. The relative ranking of the final hands for the 
players is determined with the relative ranking based upon 
the statistical likelihood of obtaining predetermined combi 
nations of cards. 

0015 U.S. Pat. No. 6,827.348 (Mitchell) describes a 
playing card wagering game method that involves each 
player wagering an initial blind bet against the dealer and an 
optional premium odds side bet for premium dealt hands 
having a rank equal to a pair of aces or higher within the first 
five cards players are dealt, resulting in a payout of six to 
one. Each player and the dealer are dealt five cards in 
Succession face down. Two common cards are dealt face 
down in succession. Dealer turns the dealer's dealt hand face 
up to reveal the rank and suit of cards. Players elect to hold 
onto their dealt hands for higher odds payout of two to one 
or place a draw bet equal to their initial betto include the use 
of the two common cards in play to improve their hands, 
resulting in payouts of even odds for using the first common 
card and one half odds, one for two, for using the second 
common card. The dealer then turns first and second com 
mon cards face up. The dealer always uses the combination 
of the dealer's dealt hand and both common cards to make 
highest ranked poker hand possible. The dealer turns the 
players cards face up and declares rank of all hands, and 
resolves all wagers. 
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0016. There have recently been casino table wagering 
games introduced with more flexible wagering structures. As 
opposed to the more rigid wagering structures of games Such 
as Caribbean StudR poker (see U.S. Pat. No. 4,836,553) 
where there is an Ante wager and a Play wager that must be 
exactly twice the Ante wager, games Such Four Card 
PokerTM games, Crazy Four PokerTM games (as disclosed in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/152,325 filed May 20, 
2002 and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/864,051, filed 
Jun. 8, 2004) allow the player to choose among different 
amounts of Play wagers (as compared to the initial Ante 
wager). 
0017. One new format of a hold 'em poker-type game 
provides more cards to the dealer than to the players as 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/658,865, 
filed Sep. 9, 1993 and published Mar. 10, 2005. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0018) A new variant game of Hold'Em poker allows for 
rules of play of one or all of Players being allowed to remain 
in the game with an option of checking or making specific 
wagering amounts in first Play wagers. For purposes of this 
disclosure, “checking means staying in the game without 
making an additional wager. Games of the present invention 
have limits and prohibitions regarding the size of the bets 
that can be made as the game progresses. Play wagers if 
made earlier in the game can be multiples of later-made play 
wagers. For example, players may be given the opportunity 
for making play wagers during at least two different stages 
of play and may have the opportunity to make a play wager 
in as many as three or four distinct stages in the play of a 
single hand. As the game progresses, more information is 
available to the player and consequently the permitted 
amounts bet decrease with increasing information. 
0019 Games of the present invention can offer side bets 
that are based on an entire Hold 'Em hand, because players 
may only check or make play wagers, but do not fold. Since 
there is no folding of hands, an entire hand can be considered 
in resolving side bets. 
0020. The game is based upon standard play of best 
5-card Hold'Em poker games, although fewer total cards 
(e.g., 1, 2, 3 or 4 cards) or more cards (such as 6, 7 or 8 
cards) may be used as compared to the standard number of 
cards (5 cards) used in regular play of Hold'Em games. Any 
number of community cards can also be used, but providing 
more than one community card provides additional betting 
opportunities. Although a preferred form of the game is 
based on five-card poker hand rankings, other poker hand 
ranking systems can be used. Such as known three-card 
poker rankings, four-card poker rankings and seven-card 
poker rankings, to name a few. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0021 FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a prior art 
format for an automated gaming system. 
0022 FIG. 2 shows an overhead view of a prior art 
format for an automated gaming system. 
0023 FIG. 3 shows a side view of a prior art format for 
an automated gaming System. 
0024 FIG. 4 shows a block schematic of the electronic 
configuration of a prior art animated gaming system. 
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0025 FIG. 5 shows a perspective view of a format for an 
automated gaming system according to the present inven 
tion. 

0026 FIG. 6 shows a frontal view of a gaming engine 
useful in the practice of the present invention. 
0027 FIG. 7 shows a schematic of a player station useful 
in the practice of the present invention. 
0028 FIG. 8 shows a schematic of a preferred embodi 
ment of a game display useful in the practice of the present 
invention. 

0029 FIG. 9 shows three typical wagering layouts for a 
casino card table Hold'Em game according to the teachings 
of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0030 The gaming methods described in this disclosure 
may be played in a number of different formats such as live 
action casino table gaming format with a live dealer and real 
playing cards and chips, or with various automated formats 
with partial (e.g., wagers only) or complete (wagers, cards, 
dealer, etc.) automation of the format. Such formats include 
traditional video gaming apparatus and modern multi-player 
platforms such as those described in co-pending U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/764,995; 10/764,994; and U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/764.827, each filed on Jan. 26, 
2004. A more detailed description of the apparatus described 
in the above-identified patent applications is included in this 
disclosure. 

0031. A basic format (whether on a table or automated 
device, with computer, processor, monitor, cash/credit/token 
receptors, etc.) of play involves a player making at least a 
first Ante wager to enter the game against a dealers hand. 
The dealer and players each receive at least one card. In one 
example of the game, the dealer provides two cards to each 
player having made an Ante wager (the player cards may be 
face-up or face-down, although providing the player cards 
face-down has some intrinsic desirable features for the 
house, and players tend to prefer their cards to be hidden, 
even though that can be disadvantageous to the players) and 
two cards to the dealer. Although it is preferred that the 
dealer and players each receive the same number of cards, 
the invention contemplates dealing unequal numbers of 
cards to the dealer and players, which will alter the house 
advantage. For example, giving the dealer three cards 
instead of two cards and allowing the dealer to discard one 
card would provide a greater advantage to the house. 
0032. One example of the game play described herein 
shall be referred to under the game nomenclature of “Ulti 
mate Texas Hold Em'TM and can be described as follows. 
Players make at least one Ante wager or preferably at least 
two initial equal wagers, an Ante wager and a Blind wager. 
The Ante wager is mandatory to participate in the game. In 
a preferred form of the game, the Blind wager is also 
mandatory. A Bonus wager is optional (called the Trips 
wager) is based on the player's resulting five-card hand 
having an ultimate hand rank of at least three-of-a-kind, 
from a best five card hand. Other higher-ranking hands also 
pay bonus payouts according to a pay table listing winning 
hand outcomes and corresponding payout odds. The mini 
mum hand of three-of-a-kind is selected based on the 
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mathematics of the game and is a matter of design choice. 
According to an example of the game, the dealer deals each 
player two hole cards, face down. The dealer receives a 
2-card dealer hand of two hole cards (face down). This 
2-card hand may be dealt at the same approximate time as 
the player hand or nearer the end of the game, as when all 
wagers have been placed and the player has seen all avail 
able cards. 

0033. In one aspect of this example, after viewing the 
hole cards, players may have only one opportunity to make 
a Play bet, even though that Play bet may be made at 
different predetermined stage in the progression of the hand. 
Furthermore, an amount of that Play bet may vary with the 
stage of progression of the hand of the game. In one 
example, the player can make the play bet only once, and 
can make the wager at up to four different stages in the 
progress of the game. With each passing step, the amount of 
the permitted wager decreases. The player is therefore 
rewarded for risking larger amounts earlier in the game, 
when less information about the outcome of the hand is 
available for the player. It is important to the invention that 
with each Successive stage of the game, more information 
becomes available to the player regarding the quality of the 
players hand, and lesser amounts are permitted to be 
wagered. 

0034. It is desirable to set limits on the amount of each 
possible play bet wager. For example, in the early stages of 
a round, the play bet can vary between 1x and 10x. 1x to 6x 
or 1x to 4x the Ante, for example. At the latest stage, the 
Play bet may be limited to no more than 1x the Ante. 
Depending upon the stage of the game when the Play bet is 
made, with earlier bets allowing larger Play bets, and later 
bets allowing for relatively smaller Play bets, higher payouts 
can be made to a player who puts more at risk when less 
information is available. 

0035. After seeing their two hole cards, players have a 
specific choice-check (remaining in the game) or making 
a specific Play wager amount (e.g., precisely a 4x wager) or 
a range of wagers (e.g., between 1x and 10x, between 2x and 
5x, between 2x and 4x, 3x or 4x, etc). The “X” indicates a 
multiple of the Ante wager. In one embodiment, players may 
not fold. This is a reasonable requirement as it places the 
player in no further economic risk, and he is allowed to see 
additional card(s) that may well improve an apparently weak 
hand. When no folding is permitted, the range of payouts on 
the side bets can be increased because it becomes possible 
to use a complete hand of cards to consider in determining 
winning outcomes. 
0036) The dealer then displays (deals or reveals) the first 
set of community cards, preferably three community cards. 
In other forms of the invention, more or less than five cards 
are dealt as community cards and the initial display of 
community cards equals 1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 community cards, 
rather than 3. 

0037. In one example of the game, before any community 
cards are revealed, the players know only 2 out of 7 cards. 
After the initial set of community cards are revealed, players 
know the identity of 5 out of 7. When the fourth community 
card is dealt, they know 6 out of 7 cards and when the last 
community card is turned over, they know all 7 and can pick 
the best five cards. The first three cards in Hold 'Em games 
is typically referred to as the “flop”. The fourth card is 
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referred to as the "4" turn card”, and the fifth community 
card is referred to as the “river card'. 

0038 After seeing the flop (the first set of community 
cards. Such as the preferred 3 community cards), the players 
have the following options. If they have not already made 
the first wager (e.g., the preferred specific amount wager 
Such as the 4x Play bet), they may again check (remaining 
in the game without wagering at this time) or make an 
alternative second Play wager of an amount less than the 
amount of the first Play wager, such as a 2x or 3.x the Ante 
wager for the second Play wager. If the player made the 
original first Play wager, e.g., the 4x Play wager, the player 
may not make an additional Play wager and must check for 
the remainder of the game. According to this example of the 
game, players cannot fold. It is contemplated that additional 
play wagers may be made in Smaller amounts, but this is a 
less preferred embodiment of play. It is preferred that no 
action, other than a check, can be made by the player who 
made the 4x wager at this point, although in other examples 
of the game, folding can also be allowed. 
0039) Players may also have a choice to play a range of 
Play wagers, such as from 1x to 4x the Ante in the original 
Play wager, and 1x to 3x the Ante in the second Play wager, 
etc. 

0040. The dealer then displays additional community 
cards, preferably up to the total number of community cards, 
such as both of the remaining community cards (4"Turn and 
the River), effectively at the same time since there need not 
be any further wagering allowed. Another embodiment 
would allow an additional wager with the fourth but not the 
fifth common card revealed where the player has not pre 
viously made a Play wager. An example of Such a wager 
could be 2x or 3x the Ante or a range of 1x to up to 3x the 
Ante. In one preferred form of the invention, Play wagers are 
allowed after the first two player hands are revealed, after 
the flop is revealed, after the 4" card is revealed and after the 
5" community card is revealed, for a total of four Play bet 
opportunities. 

0041 Players now know all seven of the cards from 
which they may make their best 5-card hand. If the player 
has made no previous Play wagers in the previous steps, they 
may make a 1x Play wager or fold. If the player has made 
a previous Play wager, the player may check. In a less 
preferred embodiment the player may also fold. 

0042. The dealer then reveals his two hole cards and 
compares his best hand (best 5 of 7 cards poker hand using 
his 2 hole cards and the 5 community cards to form the 
5-card hand). In one example of the invention, players are 
free to use any five of the seven available cards. Players may 
alternately be required to use their hole cards, or the three 
highest ranking community cards, or four community cards 
and one player hole card. Many other minor rule variations 
may be implemented without departing from the scope of 
the invention. 

0043. The dealers best 5 of 7 cards hand is compared 
against each player's best 5 of 7 cards hand to determine 
head-to-head winners. In one form of the invention, no 
dealer or player qualifying step is necessary to play the 
game. In another form of the invention, the dealer and/or 
players must qualify with a predetermined minimum card 
ranking in order to play. If the dealer for example does not 
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qualify with any pair or better, for example, the Ante wagers 
are returned to the players. However, the Play wagers, Blind 
Bets and any side wagers are resolved in the normal manner. 
Play bets are resolved in the normal manner. All winning 
payouts on side bets are still paid, regardless of whether the 
dealer qualifies. All automatic bonus payouts are also made. 
When there is no dealer or player qualification step, then the 
dealer hand is compared to player hands and the highest 
ranking handwins the round. Antebets are paid even money. 
Blind bets are paid odds for certain high-ranking hands, and 
side bets are paid odds according to a pay table. 
0044 Players also win 1:1 on Play bets when their hand 
beats the dealers hand and ties are pushes. The player loses 
the Antebet and all Play bets when the players hand has a 
lower rank than the dealer's hand. 

0045. The mandatory Blind bet is typically equal to the 
Ante but in other forms of the invention can be multiples of 
the Ante. The Blind bet wins when the player has a prede 
termined winning hand rank, for example, a flush or higher 
and the players hand beats the dealers hand. The Blind bet 
loses when the player's hand loses The Blind bet pushes 
when the player's hand ties the dealer's hand. The Blind bet 
also pushes when the player's hand of less than a Flush and 
beats the dealer's hand. 

0046 Distinct pay tables may be provided for the Blind 
and Trips wagers, such as: 
0047 Blind Payouts 

Royal Flush 200:1 
Straight Flush 50:1 
4-of-a-Kind 10:1 
Full House 2:1 
Flush 3:2 

0.048 Trips Payouts 

Royal Flush 50:1 
Straight Flush 40:1 
4-of-a-Kind 30:1 
Full House 8:1 
Flush 7:1 
Straight 4:1 
3-of-a-Kind 3:1 

Example of Play 
0049. The following example of a hand of play of Ulti 
mate Texas Hold'EmTM poker is provided below. 

Dealer Activity Player 1 Activity Player 2 Activity 

$5 Ante, $5 Blind S10 Ante, S10 Blind, $5 Trips Awaits wagers 

0050. The Dealer partial hand of 2 cards is dealt face 
down to the dealer, and each of Player 1 and Player 2 
receives their two partial hands of 2 cards each. The cards 
may be face down, face up or partially exposed for the 
players, but face down is a preferred method of play. 
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Dealer Activity Player 1 Activity Player 2 Activity 

Cards Hidden 10 Jack King'V King0 

0051. After viewing their initial partial 2-card hands, the 
players may make their decision on the first Play wager. 
Player 1's hole cards are good, but do not warrant a large 
wager. If given a choice between a check up to the extreme 
of 4x the Ante, Player 1 would elect to check. He chooses 
to check because he does not have enough information to 
determine whether his hand is strong enough to win. Player 
2’s hand is very good, although it still has not reached a 
bonus level payout (e.g., three-of-a-kind or better, or at least 
a straight), but the hand probably warrants the maximum 
first Play wager of 4x or an additional $40.00 wagered. In 
the preferred embodiment, Player 2 may not make any 
further wagers, and checks until the completion of the round. 
0.052 After conclusion of this first Play wager round of 
wagering, the flop (three community cards are shown. Those 
cards in this Example are: 
Kings Queen 0 and 74 
0053) These cards provide Player 1 with an outside 
(two-way) Straight draw and two running cards for a club 
flush, which with two cards remaining to be drawn. This 
hand is considered a relatively good hand. Player 1, who has 
not yet made a Play bet, might therefore elect to make the 
maximum second Play wager of 2x the Ante, or S10.00. As 
noted earlier, Player 2 has no further wagers available, but 
would be happy with the flop, providing a rank of three-of 
a-kind at this stage. 

Dealer Activity Player 1 Activity Player 2 Activity 

Cards Hidden S10 2x 2nd Play 
Opportunity 

$40, 4x 1st Play 
Opportunity 

0054 At this point, in the preferred method of play, the 
last two community cards would be revealed. In this 
example, the community cards are: 
70 and 4V. 

0055. At this point, the rank of Player 1's hand is a pair 
of sevens, and the rank of Player 2's hand is a full house. 
0056. As both players have made play wagers at this 
time, if the rules limit player activity to a single Play wager 
during the progress of a hand, no further Play wagers may 
be made. If Player 1 had been conservative in the second 
Play wager stage and checked, then Player 1 might be 
required to make a third Play wager of 1x to remain in the 
game, may be allowed to check, or may be allowed to fold 
at this stage. Having made the earlier second Play wager, the 
Player 1 would have no choice but to check at this point. If 
allowed, player 2 might even make any additional wagers 
possible, if they were allowed. 
0057. At this point, the dealer would reveal the two cards 
in the dealer's partial hand. Although it is common for the 
Dealer's 2-card partial hand to have been dealt at the same 
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time as the players partial hands and to have been kept face 
down, as a security measure (preventing any possibility of 
those dealer cards having been exposed or partially exposed) 
the dealer's two cards might be dealt at the end of play, at 
this point in the play of the hand of the game. 
0.058. The dealer’s community cards are 10V.Jack0. 
This dealers hand is, in combination with the community 
cards, identical with the rank of Player 1's hand, so the Ante 
wager is a push according to the rules of play. The Blind bet 
loses. 

0059) The Player 2's hand rank, as a Full House, wins 1:1 
on the Ante wager (S10), wins 1:1 on the 4x first Play wager 
(S40), wins 2:1 (S20) on the Blind wager, and wins 8:1 (S40) 
on the Trips wager for a total win of S 110. 
0060 A betting layout for Ultimate Texas Hold'EmTM 
poker games is shown in FIG. 9. A dealers hand 402 of two 
cards is shown, and players hands 404 for three players is 
also shown. Each player's position is provided with four 
separate betting areas for the Ante wager 406, the Blind 
wager 408, the Trips wager 410 and the Play wager 412. As 
there may be only a single Play wager made during the play 
of the game, it is possible to provide only the single Play 
wager betting area 412. The presence or absence of a token 
or coin in that area 412 at any time may indicate the status 
and opportunity of players to make play wagers and the 
amount of play wagers at the various stages of the games. 
For example, when the flop has been exposed, if there is no 
bet present in area 412, then the lack of a Play wager 
indicates that a) the player can still make a Play wager, and 
b) that the player is known to have specific ranges or 
amounts of the second Play wager available to that player. 
In contrast, if a bet is present, then the player is known to 
have no second Play wager available at that stage of the 
game. 

0061 Additional betting areas may be used if additional 
wagers are allowed. For example, the game rules might 
allow four different opportunities to make a Play bet and 
provide a different betting circle (and betting limits) for each 
state of the game. For example, if a player has placed the 4x 
first play wager, the rules of the game may be modified to 
allow for additional wagers at the same or at lower odds than 
the earlier play wagers. If the rules of the game allow for 
multiple play wagers, it would be desirable to provide 
multiple betting circles on the layout. For example, if the 
Player 2 in the Example had received a flop of a King and 
a pair, or two additional Kings, he might be frustrated that 
he could not make an additional wager. The rules of the 
game might allow for one additional play wager at the same 
1:1 odds, or allow Subsequent wagers to be placed at lower 
odds, such as 1:2 odds, returning an additional 50% on the 
second Play wager, but not shifting odds too much in favor 
of the player with a good hand. 
0062). Other forms of the invention are also contemplated. 
For example, a four card version of the game could be 
offered in which each player and the dealer receive one card, 
and the dealer deals three or four community cards. Players 
can bet up to 3x the Ante after viewing the first card, up to 
2x the ante after seeing the first two community cards, and 
up to 1x the ante after seeing all of the cards. 
0063 An interesting aspect of the present invention is 
that in a preferred form of play, players either check or raise 
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during various stages of play of a Hold 'Em Style poker 
game, but the players are not permitted to fold. This rule 
enables play of a side bet wager based on the composition 
of the entire final hand of cards. In known Hold 'Em games, 
players fold before all of the cards are revealed, making it 
impossible to base side bet results on a five-card hand, for 
example. Five-card outcomes have a wider variety of prob 
abilities and allow for game designs offering higher payouts 
for less frequently occurring hands, such as obtaining a 
five-card royal flush, for example. 

0064. Another aspect of the present invention is that 
players are permitted to place wagers on a hand after all of 
the cards are revealed. This feature has great appeal to the 
player as the player is given the impression that all of the 
information is available to him or her. 

0065. The games of the present invention may be imple 
mented as live table games, television or cable game show 
games, video poker gaming machine platforms, hand-held 
games for play, multiple player interactive wagering plat 
form games (with kiosk formats, single player Screens, 
community Screens, and/or banks of seats for players with a 
common dealer screen), cell phone games, games down 
loadable from the internet, parlor games, games executed on 
personal computers, palm pilots, play stations and the like. 
Each of the above game applications is contemplated by the 
present invention. 

0066. A gaming system that can be used to practice the 
method of the present invention comprises a table and a 
dealer “virtual video display system positioned for view by 
players seated at the table. The table may seat at least two 
players up to the amount of players that can be configured 
about the table and have a view of the dealer video display 
system. Typically each gaming system will have at least four 
player available positions, with space determinations con 
sidered as to whether there would be 4, 5, 6 or 7 player 
positions. It is possible to have a completely circular dealer 
display (e.g., holographic display in a cylindrical center 
piece) and have players distributed around the entire periph 
ery, but this is too dissimilar to standard play arrangements 
and could slow the game down, as play should approximate 
that of a live game, with players playing in sequence. A 
surface of the table will include a generally continuous 
common display Surface for showing all player hands, 
community cards, dealer hands and any other cards or game 
pieces used to play the game for any purpose, and, where 
there are touch screen player controls, for displaying the 
player touch screen controls. A majority of the table surface 
comprises a video monitor in one example of the invention. 
Where there are no touch screen controls, the table surface 
may include player control panels at each player station near 
the continuous display Surface. The use of a continuous 
display Surface offers some significant advantages in simu 
lating or recreating a standard card table Surface. Cards may 
be readily viewed by other players at a table, which is 
standard in table games and adds to player enjoyment. 
Individual monitors, especially where slanted towards the 
individual players make such table-wide card reading diffi 
cult. The use of the full screen (continuous) display also 
allows for better animation to be provided, such as display 
ing virtual images of cards moving to the player and 
“virtual chips being placed on the table when wagers are 
indicated. For purposes of this disclosure, the term “virtual 
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means a graphical video representation of a real object or 
person, Such as a dealer, cards and chips, for example. 
0067. The individual player positions preferably have a 
separate intelligence at each player position that accepts 
player input and communicates directly with a game engine 
(main game computer or processor). The intelligence is 
preferably an intelligent board that can process information. 
For purposes of this disclosure the term “intelligent” refers 
to the ability to execute code, either provided in the form of 
Software or hardware circuits or both. Such processing may 
at least comprise some of signal converting (e.g., signals 
from player card readers, credit deposit, currency readers, 
coin readers, touch screen signals, control panel signals) into 
a signal that can be included in an information packet and 
interpreted by the main game computer when the signal is 
sent. Communication between the intelligence at each player 
position is direct to the main game computer and may be by 
self-initiated signal sending, sequenced polling by the main 
game computer (e.g., each position communicates directly 
to the main game computer in turn), timed communication, 
or any other order of communication that is direct between 
the intelligence and the main game computer. 

0068 One preferred form of communication between the 
main game computer and player station computers is by 
means of self-initiated signal sending. There is essentially a 
single main game computer that contains video display 
controls and programs for both the dealer display and the 
table top display, audio controls and programs, game rules 
(including storage of multiple games if intended to be 
available on the machine), random number generator, 
graphic images, game sequence controls, security Systems, 
wager accounting programs, external signaling and audit 
functions, and the like. In other forms of the invention, the 
above functions are divided between a main processor and 
one or more additional processors. The intelligence at each 
player position speeds up the performance of all aspects of 
the game by being able to communicate directly with the 
main game computer and being able to process information 
at the player position rather than merely forwarding the 
information in raw form to the main game computer. Pro 
cessing player information at player positions frees up 
resources for use by the main processor or processors. 
0069. A card game system may also include a suitable 
data and control processing Subsystem that is largely con 
tained within a main control module Supported beneath the 
tabletop. The control and data processing Subsystem 
includes a suitable power Supply for converting alternating 
current from the power main as controlled by a main power 
Switch. The power Supply transforms the alternating line 
current to a suitable Voltage and to a direct current Supply. 
Power is supplied to a power distribution and sensor/activity 
electronics control circuit. Commercially available power 
Switching and control circuits may be provided in the form 
of a circuit board which is detachable, and plugs into a board 
receptacle of a computer mother board or an expansion slot 
board receptacle. A main game controller motherboard may 
include a central microprocessor and related components 
well-known in the industry as computers using Intel brand 
Pentium(R) microprocessors and related memory or intelli 
gence from any other manufacturing source. A variety of 
different configurations and types of memory devices can be 
connected to the motherboard as is well known in the art. Of 
particular interest is the inclusion of two flat panel display 
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control boards connected in expansion slots of the mother 
board. Display control boards are each capable of control 
ling the images displayed for the dealer video display and for 
each of the player position display areas on the continuous 
display Screen on the table and other operational parameters 
of the video displays used in the gaming system. More 
specifically, the display control boards are connected to 
player bet interfaces circuits for the player stations. This 
arrangement also allows the display control boards to pro 
vide necessary image display data to the display electronic 
drive circuits associated with the dealing event program 
displays and the dealer display. 
0070 The motherboard and/or the individual player intel 
ligent boards also includes a serial port that allows stored 
data to be downloaded from the motherboard to a central 
casino computer or other additional storage device. In one 
example, each player board communicates directly with the 
casino computer system. This allows card game action data 
to be analyzed in various ways using added detail, or by 
providing integration with data from multiple tables so that 
cheating schemes can be identified and eliminated, and 
player tracking can be maintained. Player performance and/ 
or skill can be tracked at one table or as a compilation from 
gaming at multiple tables, as by using BloodhoundTM Secu 
rity software marketed by Shuffle Master, Inc., which may 
be incorporated into this automated gaming system. Addi 
tionally, player hand analysis can be performed. The moth 
erboard and/or individual player intelligent boards may also 
have a keyboard connection port that can be used to connect 
a larger format keyboard to the system to facilitate program 
ming and servicing of the system. 
0071 Although the preferred system shown does not 
require features illustrated for receiving automated player 
identification information, such features can alternatively be 
provided. Card readers such as used with credit cards, or 
other identification code reading devices can be added in the 
system to allow or require player identification in connection 
with play of the card game and associated recording of game 
action by one of the processors. Such a user identification 
interface, for example a card reader located at each player 
station, can be implemented in the form of a variety of 
magnetic card readers commercially available for reading 
user-specific identification information. The user-specific 
information can be provided on specially constructed mag 
netic cards issued by a casino, or magnetically coded credit 
cards or debit cards frequently used with national credit 
organizations such as VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN 
EXPRESS, casino player card registry, banks and other 
institutions. The information could also be provided on other 
writable media, such as an RFID chip with writable memory, 
or bar coding, as just a few examples. 
0072 Alternatively, it is possible to use so-called smart 
cards to provide added processing or data storage functions 
in addition to mere identification data. For example, the user 
identification could include coding for available credit 
amounts purchased from a casino. As further example, the 
identification card or other user-specific instrument may 
include specially coded data indicating security information 
Such as would allow accessing or identifying stored security 
information which must be confirmed by the user after 
scanning the user identification card through a card reader. 
Such security information might include Such things as file 
access numbers which allow the central processor to access 
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a stored security clearance code which the user must indicate 
using input options provided on displays using touch screen 
displays. A still further possibility is to have participant 
identification using a fingerprint image, eye blood vessel 
image reader, or other Suitable biological information to 
confirm identity of the user that can be built into the table. 
Still further it is possible to provide such participant iden 
tification information by having the pit personnel manually 
code in the information in response to the player indicating 
his or her code name or real name. Such additional identi 
fication could also be used to confirm credit use of a Smart 
card or transponder. All or part of the functions dedicated to 
a particular player station are controlled by the player station 
intelligence in one form of the invention. Additionally, each 
player station intelligence may be in communication with a 
casino accounting System. 

0073. It should also be understood that the continuous 
screen can alternatively be provided with suitable display 
cowlings or covers that can be used to shield display of card 
images from viewing by anyone other than the player in 
games where that is desirable. This shielding can also be 
effected by having light-orientation elements in the panel, 
and some of these light-orientation elements are electroni 
cally controllable. In this manner, the processor can allow 
general viewing of cards in games where that is desirable or 
tolerated, and then alter the screen where desired. These 
types of features can be provided by nanometer, micrometer 
or other Small particulate or flake elements within a panel on 
the viewing area that are reoriented by signals from the 
processor. Alternatively, liquid crystal or photo chromatic 
displays can be used to create a screening effect that would 
allow only viewers at specific angles of view from the screen 
area to view the images of cards. Such an alternative 
construction may be desired in Systems designed for card 
games different from blackjack, where some or all of the 
player or dealer cards are not presented for viewing by other 
participants or onlookers. Such display covers or cowlings 
can be in various shapes and configurations as needed to 
prevent viewing access. It may alternatively be acceptable to 
use a player-controlled switch that allows the display to be 
momentarily viewed and then turned off. The display can be 
shielded using a cover or merely by using the players hands. 
Still further it is possible to use a touch screen display that 
would be controlled by touch to turn on and turn off. Similar 
shielding can be used to prevent others from viewing the 
display. 

0074. A review of the figures will assist in a further 
understanding of the invention. 

0075 FIG. 1 shows a fully automated gaming table 1 of 
the prior art, as disclosed in U.S. Patent Application 2003/ 
01993 16. The system 1 comprises a vertical upright display 
cabinet 2 and a player bank or station cluster arrangement 3. 
The vertical display cabinet 2 has a viewing screen 7 on 
which images of the virtual dealer are displayed. The top 8 
of the player bank arrangement 3 has individual monitor 
screens 10 for each player position, as well and tabletop 
inserted coin acceptors 11, and player controls 12 and 13. 
There is a separate and larger dealers hand screen 9 on 
which dealer cards are displayed in a format large enough 
for all players to view. Speakers 16a and 16b are provided 
for Sound transmission and decorative lights 14 are pro 
vided. 
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0.076 FIG. 2 shows an overhead view of the same prior 
art automated gaming system 1 with the viewing screen 7 
shown more clearly as a CRT monitor. It can also be seen 
that each player position has to form an arc cut into the 
semicircular player seating area 18. FIG. 3 shows a side 
view of the same prior art automated gaming system of 
FIGS. 1 and 2 where the orientation of the three different 
types of CRT monitors 7, 9 and 10 are shown. 
0.077 FIG. 4 shows the schematic circuitry of a prior art 
automated system as disclosed in 2003/01993 16. FIG. 4 is 
a block diagram of processing circuitry in the game device 
of FIG. 1. The game device housing comprises a CPU block 
20 for controlling the whole device, a picture block 21 for 
controlling the game screen display, a sound block for 
producing effect sounds and the like, and a Subsystem for 
reading out CD-ROM. 

0078. The CPU block 20 comprises an SCU (System 
Control Unit) 200, a main CPU 201, RAM 202, RAM 203, 
a sub-CPU 204, and a CPU bus 205. The main CPU 201 
contains a math function similar to a DSP (Digital Signal 
Processing) so that application software can be executed 
rapidly. 

0079. The RAM 202 is used as the work area for the main 
CPU 201. The RAM 203 stores the initialization program 
used for the initialization process. The SCU 200 controls the 
busses 205, 206 and 207 so that data can be exchanged 
smoothly among the VEPs 220 and 230, the DSP 241, and 
other components. 

0080. The SCU 200 contains a DMA controller, allowing 
data (polygon data) for character(s) in the game to be 
transferred to the VRAM in the picture block 21. This allows 
the game machine or other application Software to be 
executed rapidly. The sub-CPU 204 is termed an SMPC 
(System Manager & Peripheral Control). Its functions 
include collecting Sound recognition signals from the Sound 
recognition circuit 15 or image recognition signals from the 
image recognition circuit 16 in response to requests from the 
main CPU 201. On the basis of sound recognition signals or 
image recognition signals provided by the Sub-CPU 204, the 
main CPU 201 controls changes in the expression of the 
character(s) appearing on the game screen, or performs 
image control pertaining to game development, for example. 
The picture block 21 comprises a first VPD (Video Display 
Processor) 220 for rendering TV game polygon data char 
acters and polygon Screens overlaid on the background 
image, and a second VDP 230 for rendering scrolling 
background screens, performing image synthesis of polygon 
image data and Scrolling image data based on priority 
(image priority order), performing clipping, and the like. 
The first VPD 220 houses a system register 220a, and is 
connected to the VRAM (DRAM) 221 and to two frame 
buffers 222 and 223. Data for rendering the polygons used 
to represent TV game characters and the like is sent to the 
first VPD 220 through the main CPU 220, and the rendering 
data written to the VRAM 221 is rendered in the form of 16 
or 8-bit pixels to the rendering frame buffer 222 (or 223). 
The data in the rendered frame buffer 222 (or 223) is sent to 
the second VDP 230 during display mode. In this way, 
buffers 222 and 223 are used as frame buffers, providing a 
double buffer design for switching between rendering and 
display for each individual frame. Regarding information for 
controlling rendering, the first VPD 220 controls rendering 
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and display in accordance with the instructions established 
in the system register 220a of the first VPD 220 by the main 
CPU 201 via the SCU 200. 

0081. The second VDP 230 houses a register 230a and 
color RAM 230b, and is connected to the VRAM 231. The 
Second VDP 230 is connected via the bus 207 to the first 
VPD 220 and the SCU 200, and is connected to picture 
output terminals Voa through Vog through memories 232a 
through 232g and encoders 260a through 260g. The picture 
output terminals Voa through Vog are connected through 
cables to the display 7 and the satellite displays 10. 

0082 Scrolling screen data for the second VDP 230 is 
defined in the VRAM 231 and the color RAM 230b by the 
CPU 201 through the SCU 200. Information for-controlling 
image display is similarly defined in the second VDP 230. 
Data defined in the VRAM 231 is read out in accordance 
with the contents established in the register 230a by the 
second VDP 230, and serves as image data for the scrolling 
screens that portray the background for the character(s). 
Image data for each scrolling screen and image data of 
texture-mapped polygon data sent from the first VPD 220 is 
assigned display priority (priority) in accordance with the 
settings in the register 230a, and the final image screen data 
is synthesized. 

0083. Where the display image data is in palette format, 
the second VDP 230 reads out the color data defined in the 
color RAM 230b in accordance with the values thereof, and 
produces the display color data. Color data is produced for 
each display 7 and 9 and for each satellite display 10. Where 
display image data is in RGB format, the display image data 
is used as-is as display color data. The display color data is 
temporarily stored in memories 232a-232f and is then output 
to the encoders 260a-260f. The encoders 260a-260fproduce 
picture signals by adding synchronizing signals to the image 
data, which is then sent via the picture output terminals Voa 
through Vog to the display 7 and the satellite displays 10. In 
this way, the images required to conduct an interactive game 
are displayed on the screens of the display 7 and the satellite 
displays 10. 

0084. The sound block 22 comprises a DSP 240 for 
performing sound synthesis using PCM format or FM for 
mat, and a CPU 241 for controlling the DSP240. Sound data 
generated by the DSP 240 is converted into 2-channel sound 
signals by a D/A converter 270 and is then presented to 
audio output terminals Ao via interface 271. These audio 
output terminals Ao are connected to the input terminals of 
an audio amplification circuit. Thus, the Sound signals 
presented to the audio output terminals Ao are input to the 
audio amplification circuit (not shown). Sound signals 
amplified by the audio amplification circuit drive the speak 
ers 16a and 16b. The subsystem 23 comprises a CD-ROM 
drive 19b, a CD-I/F 280, and CPU 281, an MPEG-AUDIO 
section 282, and an MPEG-PICTURE section 283. The 
Subsystem 23 has the function of reading application Soft 
ware provided in the form of a CD-ROM and reproducing 
the animation. The CD-ROM drive 19b reads out data from 
CD-ROM. The CPU 281 controls the CD-ROM drive 19b 
and performs error correction on the data read out by it. Data 
read from the CD-ROM is sent via the CD-I/F 280, bus 206, 
and SCU 200 to the main CPU 201 that uses it as the 
application software. The MPEG-AUDIO section 282 and 
the MPEG-PICTURE section 283 are used to expand data 
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that has been compressed in MPEG (Motion Picture Expert 
Group) format. By using the MPEG-AUDIO section 282 
and the MPEG-PICTURE section 283 to expand data that 
has been compressed in MPEG format, it is possible to 
reproduce motion picture. It should be noted herein that 
there are distinct processor for the CPU block, video block, 
sound block, CD-ROM drive and Memory with their inde 
pendent PCU’s. This requires significant computing power 
and still has dumb (no intelligence) player input compo 
nentS. 

0085 FIG. 5 shows an example of an automated table 
system 101 useful to practice the game play methods of the 
present invention. The system 101 has an upright dealer 
display cabinet 102 with a top 104 and the dealer viewing 
screen 107 which may be any form of display screen such as 
a CRT, plasma screen, liquid crystal screen, LED screen or 
the like. The player bank arrangement 103 has a continuous 
display screen 109 on which images of cards being dealt 
105, dealer's cards 108, bets wagered 111 and touch screen 
player input functions 110 are displayed. Other player input 
functions may be provided on a panel 106 which might 
accept currency, coins, tokens, identification cards, player 
tracking cards, ticket in/ticket out acceptance, and the like. 

0.086 FIG. 6 shows an electronic/processor schematic 
for a MultiPlayer Platform (MPP) gaming system according 
to the presently described. The MPP Game engine (dealer) 
comprises a Heber Pluto 5 casino game board 200 (Motorola 
68340 board) operating off the PC Platform Pentium(R) 4 
MPP Game Display processor 202. The game display pro 
cessor operates on a Windows XP platform. The respective 
subcomponents on the Pentium 4 processor are labeled to 
show the apportionment of activity on the motherboard and 
the component parts added to the board. As is shown, the 
game engine has an Uninterruptible Power Supply 204. The 
game display processor directs activity on the Speakers, 
directs activities onto the MPP Game Service panel, and the 
Plasma Monitor Card Table display. It is important to note 
that all communications are direct from the game display 
processor, freeing up resources available to the game engine 
processor. 

0087 FIG. 7 shows the electronic/processing schematics 
of the MPP Player Station Intelligence board (Heber Pluto 5 
Casino, Motorola 68340), each of which player stations (one 
for each player position) is in direct connection to the MPP 
Game Engine (Dealer), which is in turn directly connected 
to the PC Platform. (not shown in this Figure). Each Intel 
ligence board receives information for all player input 
systems specific to that player station, such as the shown 
Coin Acceptor, Coin Hopper, Bill validator, Ticket Printer, 
Touch Screen and/or Display Button Panel, Dual Wire 
Ticket-in-Ticket-Out Printing and SAS System (SAS is one 
exemplary standard communications protocol used by a 
number of casinos central computer systems.) A significant 
benefit resides in the use of the independent Intelligence 
boards at each player position being in direct communica 
tion with the MPP Game Engine 300, as opposed to each 
individual player position button panel being dead or inac 
tive until authorized by the main game processor, as previ 
ous automated gaming systems were constructed. 

0088. The above-described architecture is also an 
improvement in providing a system with not only the 
intelligence at each player position, but also in redistributing 
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processing capability for functions among various process 
ing components within the gaming system. In one architec 
tural format, all functions of the gaming engine, except for 
the player localized intelligence functions, are consolidated 
into a single PC (e.g., the Pentium 4 shown in the Figures). 
This would include all game functions, player video func 
tions, dealer video functions, dealer audio functions, Secu 
rity, central reporting (to a casino's central computer, for 
example), currency and debit functions, alarm functions, 
lighting functions, and all other peripherals on the system, 
except for the localized player functions. Alternatively, all 
functions requiring communication with the casino's main 
computer system are located on the player station intelligent 
boards. In this system, the main game processor would talk 
directly with the player intelligent boards, preferably in the 
same novel communication format described below. 

0089. An alternative system is shown in FIGS. 6, 7 and 
8, where there is a dealer engine processor intermediate the 
main game PC and the Player intelligent boards. Both 
systems are a distinct improvement over the prior art, but 
with the higher power available for PCs, and with the ease 
of programming a PC as opposed to an embedded system, 
the consolidation of the game functions and the ability of the 
main game engine to communicate with each of the player 
positions is enabled. As shown in FIG. 8, the Game display 
processor 300 is preferably a Pentium.R. 4 PC and is separate 
from the main processor. With the player intelligent boards, 
the main game PC can receive packets of information from 
each player station as events occur rather than having to poll 
each player position on a regular basis 100 times to gain the 
specific information for each player input that may be made. 
0090. A description of the Heber Board, (an exemplary 
board that can be used as a player station processor and/or 
game engine processor 16) a commercially available intel 
ligent processing board is as follows. The Heber Board is 
known for its reliability and flexibility, especially for the 
Pluto 5 family of gaming products. The Pluto 5 is the 
controller of choice for the global gaming industry. Flex 
ibility comes from a set of features built into the Pluto 5 
(Casino) controller, and from the choice of optional add-on 
boards that can be used to adapt the Pluto family to best suit 
individual applications. In the area of interfacing, there are 
three distinct boards, each of which serves a particular 
function in helping the Pluto 5 to connect with the world 
outside: 

RS485 Board 

0091 RS485 is an industrial-grade board for linking 
multiple systems in unforgiving circumstances for central 
ized information gathering. The Heber RS485 board is fully 
opto-isolated to provide complete circuit safety when used 
within electrically noisy environments. The RS485 board 
uses a single RS232 connection to the Pluto 5 board and all 
necessary power is also derived through this link. Two 
header connectors may be provided for the RS485 channel 
to allow daisy chain connections between multiple systems. 
HII/ccTalk Board 

0092. This board specializes in communicating with 
industry standard note/coin acceptors and payout hoppers. 
Equipped with dual communication channels, each port is 
configurable to use either the HII format to connect with 
Mars(R coin/note acceptors or the ccTalk format for Money 
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Controls(R hoppers. Both channels are controlled via a single 
RS232 connection to the Pluto 5 board and all necessary 
power is also derived through this link. The Heber Fast 
TrackTM package contains modular library functions for 
passing information via these channels. 
Four Channel Relay Board 

0093. The relay board allows control of medium- to 
high-level loads such as Solenoids, without risk of damage 
or interference to the Pluto 5 circuitry. Four power-switching 
channels are available with absolute isolation from the Pluto 
5 control signals. Each relay is capable of Switching direct 
or alternating currents of up to 7A at a maximum Voltage of 
25OV. 

0094) Like the Pluto 5 board itself, its modular options 
have been used extensively so that their designs are fully 
developed and entirely stable. The options that are specified 
are consistently provided in mass quantities. As with all 
Pluto products, programming for the modular options is 
straightforward. This is enhanced with the use of the Pluto 
5 Enhanced Development Kit and also the FastTrackTM 
package. Between them, these kits contain all of the low 
level and high level programming tools and library functions 
needed for gaming applications. These systems can be 
provided through a Pluto 5 Enhanced Development Kit 
datasheet 80-15353-7 (Heber Limited, Belvedere Mill, 
Chalford, Stroud, Gloucestershire, GL6 8NT, UK Tel: +44 
(O) 1453886000 Fax. +44 (O) 1453885013 www.heber 
.co.uk. Specifications for the various boards are identified 
below. 

RS485 Interface 

Host Interface 

0.095 RS232 connection to Pluto 5/Pluto 5 Casino 
0096 All power provided via RS232 link from host 
system 

Communication Port 

0097. Dual four-way Molex 0.1" KK headers for daisy 
chaining purposes 
Dimensions 

0.098 80x61 mm (3.14x24") 
Part Number 

0099 Opto-isolated RS485 board 
O1-14536-2 

HII/ccTalk Interface 

Host Interface 

0100 RS232 connection to Pluto 5/Pluto 5 Casino 
0101 All power provided via RS232 link from host 
system 

Communication Port 

0102 Single or dual 10 way header connectors 
Dimensions 

0103) 101.6x69.85 mm (4x2.8") 
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Part Number 

0104 Dual channel HII/ccTalk board 
O1-16171-2 

Four Channel Relay Board 
Host Interface 

0105 Connection to Pluto 5/Pluto 5 Casino via ribbon 
cable using four standard output lines 
0106 All power provided via ribbon cable link from host 
system 

Switching Capabilities 

0107 Up to 250V AC or DC (a) 7 A maximum per 
channel 

Dimensions 

0108) 80x61 mm (3.14x24") 
Part Number 

0109) Four channel relay board 
O1-15275-1 

80-16949-1 

0110. One proposed hardware configuration uses a “sat 
ellite' intelligent processor at each player position. The 
player station satellite processor is substantially the same as 
the primary game engine processor, a Heber Pluto 5 Casino 
board. The satellite processors receive instruction from the 
primary game engine but then handle the communications 
with player station peripherals independently. Each satellite 
processor communicates with only the peripherals at the 
same player station. Thus each player station has a dedicated 
satellite processor communicating with only the peripherals 
at the same player station and with the casino's central 
computer system. The peripherals are, but not limited to: 
Slot accounting Systems, Bill Validator, Ticket Printer, Coin 
Acceptor, Coin Hopper, Meters, Button panel or LCD touch 
screen and various doors and keys. 
0111. The satellite processors run proprietary software to 
enable functionality. The player station software is com 
prised of two modules, the first being an OS similar to the 
game engine Operating System and the second being station 
Software that handles peripheral communications. The Soft 
ware may be installed on EPROMs for each satellite pro 
cessor. The primary method of communication between the 
satellite processors and the primary game engine is via serial 
connectivity and the previously described protocol. In one 
example, information packets are prepared by the satellite 
processors and are sent to the game engine processor on the 
happening of an event. 
0112 The proposed game engine provides communica 
tion to the player stations to set the game state, activate 
buttons and receive button and meter information for each 
player station. Communication is via a serial connection to 
each of the stations. The new protocol for communication 
between the game engine, game display and player stations 
is an event driven packet-for-packet bi-directional protocol 
with Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) verification. This is 
distinguished from the Sega System that used continuous 
polling. This communication method frees up resources in 
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the same engine processor because the processor no longer 
needs to poll the satellites continuously or periodically. 
0113. The new protocol uses embedded acknowledge 
ment and sequence checking. The packet-for-packet proto 
col uses a Command Packet, Response Packet and a Syn 
chronization Packet as illustrated below. The protocol uses 
standard ASCII characters to send data and a proprietary 
verification method. 

Format of Command Packet 

0114 

STX SEQ DATA LENGTH DATA CRC-16 ETX 

1 1 3 3-999 5 1 

Format of Response Packet 

0115) 

STX SEQ DSP PRV ETX 

Format of Synchronization Response Packet 

0116 

STX MTS MRS ETX 

Legend for Figures 

0117 

STX Start of Packet Character 
SEQ Sequence # (Cycles from 0 thru 9) 
LEN Length of Data Area ("003 thru '999) 
DATA ASCII Data Fields Separated with Character 
CRC CRC-16 Value (0.000 thru 65535) Cyclic Redundancy Check 
ETX End of Packet Character 
DSP Disposition Code ('A' ACK, N NAK, or I Invalid Sequence) 
PRV Sequence Number of Last ACK'ed Packet (0 thru 9) 
MTS Main's Current Transmit Sequence Number 
MRS Main's Current Receive Sequence Number 

0118. The Command Packet and Response Packet are 
used during primary game communications. The protocol 
uses redundant acknowledgement. For example: The packet 
is initially acknowledged when first received by the recipi 
ent. The same recipient will resend anther acknowledgement 
in the next communication. This second acknowledgement 
is the PRV data in the response packet. 
0119) The communications between the Game Engine 
and the Player Station intelligence is preferably a transac 
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tion-based protocol. Either device can start a transaction, 
which is why it is essential that there be an intelligent board 
at each player position. All packets of information may be 
sent in any acceptable format, with ASCII format preferred 
as a matter of designer choice. All command packets usually 
contain a sequence number that is incremented after each 
Successful packet exchange. The Game Engine and the 
Player Station intelligence use sequence numbers that are 
independent of each other. The sequence number keeps the 
communications in synchronization. This synchronization 
method is described later. 

0.120. The command packet is used to send various 
commands Such as Inputs, Lamps, Doors, Errors, Chirp, 
Game Results, player input, coin acceptance, player identi 
fication, credit acceptance, wagers, etc. . . . The command 
packet format may be, by ay of a non-limiting example: 

0121 <STX><Sequence numbered CData 
Lengthd-Data><CRC-16><ETX> 

0.122 The data format with in the command packet may 
be: 

0123 <Address><Commandd-Field 
2>|<Field n> 

0.124. The response packet format may be: 
0125 <STX><Sequence 
numbers-Disposition><Previous ACKZ-ETX> 

0.126 The sync request packet format may be: 

O127) <SYN> 
0128. The sync response packet format may be: 

0129 <STX><Mains Current Transmission 
Sequence><Mains Current Receive Sequence><ETX> 

0.130. A major strength of the protocol is its resilience of 
the Game Protocol and its ability to free up resources within 
the game engine. Those resources can in turn be used to 
provide more intricate games, and multi-media affects. 
Synchronization Method: 
0131 The satellite and host must become synchronized in 
order to provide for reliable communications using packet 
numbers. To facilitate this, a novel protocol synchronization 
method that is used. Upon applying power to the satellite, or 
after a communications failure, the satellite automatically 
enters into synchronization mode. In the synchronization 
mode the satellite sends out the ASCII SYN (OX16) character 
about every second. It is expecting a special response packet 
containing transmit and receive packet sequence numbers to 
be used from that point on. After receiving the special 
response packet, the sequence numbers are used as-is, and 
not incremented until a Successful packet exchange is com 
pleted. After communications is synchronized, the sequence 
numbers are incremented after each packet is successfully 
sent or received. 

0.132. As was noted before, the main game processor may 
contain information, data, programming and other necessary 
functions to enable the play of multiple games off the same 
machine. For example, the main game engine may have 
rules and commands that will enable play of high and low 
games of the present invention and other card games. The 
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system may be controlled so that different games may be 
played at different times on command of the casino or 
players. 

What is claimed: 
1. A method of playing a wagering game using poker 

rankings wherein a player places at least an Ante wager prior 
to seeing any cards in play of a hand of the wagering game 
and is provided with an opportunity to make at least one 
additional play wager comprising at least one of a first play 
wager and a second play wager in the game Subsequent to 
the Ante wager and after seeing at least a first one card in the 
play of the wagering game, wherein when a player elects to 
make a first play wager or not make the first play wager, that 
election changes options available to the player on the 
second play wager. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein if the player places the 
first play wager, that player may not place the second play 
Wager. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein if the player does not 
place the first play wager, the player is allowed to make a 
second play wager in an amount that is required to be less 
than a maximum amount allowed for the first play wager or 
to check. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the second play wager 
can be made only after seeing at least a second one card in 
addition to seeing the at least a first one card. 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein each player placing at 
least an Ante wager and the dealer receives two cards as a 
partial hand after each player has placed the at least an Ante 
Wager. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein after receiving the 
partial hand, each player may check or make a first Play 
wager of a specific multiple of the Ante wager. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein after a player has not 
placed a first Play wager, that player may make only wagers 
of lower multiples of the Ante wager in at least one subse 
quently allowed Play wager. 

8. The method of claim 2 wherein a first additional wager 
is placed by the player that a final player hand poker rank 
will exceed a predetermined poker rank for the. 

9. The method of claim 2 wherein a first additional wager 
is placed by the player that the final player hand poker rank 
will exceed a final dealer hand poker rank. 

10. The method of claim 2 wherein a second additional 
wager is placed by the player that a final player hand poker 
rank will exceed a predetermined poker rank for the hand of 
play in the wagering game and the player receives a payout 
on the second additional wagers that varies depending on the 
rank of the final player's hand equaling or exceeding the 
predetermined poker rank irrespective of a final dealer hand 
poker rank. 

11. The method of claim 22 wherein a second additional 
wager is placed by the player that a final player hand poker 
rank will exceed a predetermined poker rank for the hand of 
play in the wagering game and the player receives a payout 
on the second additional wagers that varies depending on the 
rank of the final player's hand equaling or exceeding the 
predetermined poker rank irrespective of a final dealer hand 
poker rank. 

12. A method of playing a wagering game, comprising: 
A player placing at least an Ante wager to participate in 

the game; 
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A dealer dealing at least one card to each player and at 
least one card to the dealer, each at least one card 
forming a partial hand; 

A dealer dealing at least one community card; 

Wherein after each player views the at least one card, the 
player either checks or makes a first Play wager that is 
a multiple of the amount of the Ante, at the option of 
the player, 

The dealer revealing at least one community card; and 
The players making a play bet that is less than a maximum 

allowable multiple of the first play bet if the player has 
not previously made the first Play bet or checking; and 

Paying the players whose poker hand rankings exceed the 
dealer hand ranking. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein each player receives 
two cards and the dealer deals five community cards. 

14. The method of claim 12, wherein players make a best 
five card poker hand from two player cards and five com 
munity cards. 

15. The method of claim 12 wherein the community cards 
are revealed in at least two separate groups and wherein 
players are permitted to make Play wagers after each group 
of community cards is revealed. 

16. The method of claim 12, wherein each player has four 
opportunities to make a Play wager and with Successively 
revealed cards, the wager multiples are lower as the game 
progresses. 

17. The method of claim 12, wherein the dealer must 
qualify with a minimum hand ranking in order to the player 
to win the game against the dealer. 

18. The method of claim 12, and further including a side 
bet on the occurrence of predetermined winning hands. 

19. The method of claim 12, wherein the predetermined 
winning hands are determined on the basis of a hand of five 
cards. 

20. The method of claim 12 and further comprising the 
player making a blind wager that pays on the occurrence of 
at least one predetermined winning hand. 

21. The method of claim 12, wherein multiples on the first 
Play wager range between 1x and 10x the Ante. 

22. The method of claim 12, wherein multiples on the first 
play wager are between 1x and 4x the Ante. 

23. An interactive video gaming platform for multiple 
players, comprising: 

Multiple player stations: 

A first common video display area that displays game 
play, including cards and wagers; 

A second video display area displaying a video represen 
tation of a dealer; 

Wherein each player station is equipped with controls and 
the platform is programmed to execute a game, wherein 
the game rules include the steps of 
Each player placing an Ante to participate in the game; 

Each player and the dealer receiving at least one card 
and at least one card is dealt face down as common 
cards; 
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After viewing the at least one player card, each player 
having an option to place a play wager that is a 
multiple of the Ante; 

Revealing at least one common card; wherein players 
who have not previously made a play wager either 
make a play wager that is a smaller multiple then a 
maximum multiple of the Ante of the first Play 
wager, or check. 

24. The video gaming platform of claim 1 wherein a total 
of two player and dealer cards are dealt and a total of five 
community cards are dealt. 

25. The video gaming platform of claim 24 wherein a total 
of four opportunities to make play bets or check are pro 
vided. 

26. The video gaming platform of claim 24, wherein 
players have an opportunity to place a side bet on the 
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occurrence of predetermined winning outcomes, based on a 
final hand of cars. 

27. The video gaming platform of claim 24, wherein final 
player hands are formed from a best five of seven available 
cards, and wherein conventional five card poker rankings are 
used as the basis for determining winners. 

28. The method of claim 1 and further comprising the 
player making a mandatory blind wager, wherein the blind 
bet when the player has a predetermined winning hand rank, 
the Blind bet loses when the players hand loses, and the 
Blind bet pushes when the player's hand ties the dealer's 
hand and when the players hand of less than a predeter 
mined winning hand and beats the dealers hand. 


